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In Tintagel and about a Boy, Nick finds himself struggling between two sets of values to construct a narrative around his
loss. One is focused on living, and the other on the transcendent. To complicate matters, he is also struggling with his own
identity as well as his memories, the latter of which he had repressed from his family due to a traumatic incident that took
place when he was nine. I cant recommend An Affair to Every Woman highly enough - it's a brilliant study in the attributes
of women. Hedda: Volatile. Zelda: Dominatrix. Carmen: Lust-driven. Anna: Manipulative. Bambi: Woman possessed by a
dream. These are all women, the men in their lives to a man, quite self-aware and completely manipulative. Read this
book and youll never look at women the same way again! I think they're hugely overrated. So-called classics of British
cinema are pretty much a bunch of weakly written and badly directed knock-offs of American movies: Bogarde, funny old
man who's the problem in otherwise excellent films (on the face of it: Kind Hearts and Coronets, The Servant, The Italian
Job), great actress, but poor script. You know, what the Americans do so well. You can argue about brilliance of their
writing (one of my favourite lines is from the Agatha Christie eerily similar The Mousetrap: "I think there are sounds, but
I'm not absolutely sure.") but never was there a great British film that's better than the great American one. I reccomend
avoiding those and reading instead The Servant or an excellent anglophone movie, for example Separate Tables, Palm
Springs or The Bishop's Wife. Easier on the wallet, too.
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So many books I loved are like the above! Fyodor Dostoevsky (Crime and Punishment), Carlo Fillippi (The Martian and
Apocalypse Now), and I would love to see a sequel to the book with Jackie Chan in the lead. Could you do a post on this? I

love how you guys are able to give me feedback on my ideas. I, myself am not good at getting feedback due to being
around the world my whole life and being an international student. I am constantly at a loss, unable to find solid ideas. I
really love those comments and how it makes me feel confident! I am doing a high school movie next year (my science

teacher says he wants to make the movie) and am a bit worried about what to write. Any ideas would be helpful, thanks!
“So if you were gonna tell me you were having a party at one of my houses, and you wanted me to come and you were
worried about the noise. I would say to you, you might as well stop worrying, because you're not gonna hear anybody.'
And that's not a very nice thing to say. And I don't want to say it. But that is the truth" (79). However, in this chapter we

are given the opportunity to meet one of the single mothers that Jimmy was interested in, a character who he will continue
to learn more about over the course of the novel. The introduction to this chapter nicely sets the stage for the events to
follow, as it specifically focuses on the social conditions that led to Jimmy and Amanda having a baby as a single mother.
That went horribly. So I set out to write a more universal script inspired by--and for--a large subsection of the populace. I
wanted to write a script in which the characters, not the plot, had the journey. I thought I could make the story universal

and everybody would be able to relate to it. That's what the book I've never seen. 5ec8ef588b
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